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Answer the questions. 

1.	 Which	word	ends	with	the	/ē/	sound?	 _______________________

2.	 Which	word	is	a	plural	noun?	 _______________________

3. Does the word perceptive	have	any	long	vowel	sounds?	 _______________________

4.	 Which	long	vowel	sound	is	in	the	word	perforated?	 _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5.	 taking	the	initiative	to	act	ahead	of	time	 _______________________

6.	 to	needlessly	put	something	off,	such	as	from	laziness	 _______________________

7.	 actions	taken	to	keep	something	from	happening	 _______________________

8.	 a	rise	in	position,	or	the	act	of	putting	forth	to	increase	growth	 _______________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.	 	 p	r	__	v	__	__	e	 	 hint:	to	draw	a	reaction	from

10.		 p	__	__	__	i	s	__	o	n		 	 hint:	accuracy	or	exactness

11.		 p	__	__	l	o	g	__	__	 	 hint:	an	introduction,	such	as	to	a	book	or	movie

12.		 __	__	__	s	p	__	r	e	 	 hint:	to	sweat

Spelling List F-17:	Prefixes:	pre-,	pro-,	per-

perspire
persuade
prohibit
precision
prevention
promotion
proactive

perforated
prescribed		
permanent
procrastinate 
perceptive
propeller
profound

   progression
   preparations
   provoke
   precede
			prologue
   prophecy

Spelling Words Review Words

pharaoh
bologna
etiquette

impermeable
proficiency

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.		The	sixth	graders	are	trying	to	_______________________	their	math	teacher	to	postpone	a	test.

14.		Although	a	few	credits	might	_______________________	the	start	of	a	movie,	full	credits	are 
	 	never	shown	until	the	very	end.

15.		Kailyn’s	doctor	_______________________	lots	of	rest	while	she	recovered	from	her	surgery.

16.		Are	the	upgrades	I	get	in	the	game	temporary,	or	are	they	_______________________?

17.		The	smallest	_______________________	on	the	Titanic	still	weighed	about	22	tons.

18.		The	_______________________	of	an	apprentice	to	a	master	craftsperson	takes	many	years.

19.		Does	the	school	dress	code	_______________________	certain	kinds	of	footwear?

20.		Vihaan	rushed	to	write	down	the	wise	guest	speaker’s	_______________________	advice.	

Answer the questions. 

21.		Which	review	word	has	two	long	vowel	sounds?	 	 	________________________

22.		How	many	vowel	sounds	are	in	the	word	etiquette?	 	 	________________________

23.		Which	review	word	ends	with	the	/ō/	sound?	 	 	________________________

24.		Which	challenge	word	has	two	prefixes?	 	 	________________________

25.		Which	challenge	word	ends	in	a	long	vowel	sound?	 	 	________________________

persuade
progression

propeller
prohibit

precede
permanent

profound
prescribed	
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ANSWER KEY

prophecy

preparations
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bologna

three

pharaoh

impermeable

proficiency
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precede
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permanent

propeller

progression

prohibit

profound

ANSWER KEY
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permanent

profound
prescribed	


